Leased Lines
CityFibre’s leased line solutions enable businesses
to meet their increasing demand for fast,
continuous and secure connectivity to support
essential communications

What you need to know:

Key Features
•

Our circuits are high-performance, permanently available,
fixed cost connections designed to carry any combination
of voice, data and Internet traffic. Coupled with our resilient
national IP network, they’re frequently used as the backbone
of an organisation’s full-time communications infrastructure.
To ensure flexibility, bandwidth on our bearers can be quickly
increased from the initial setup as business demands dictate.
Meanwhile, our provision of fully managed Cisco hardware as
standard gives a confidence - inspiring level of assurance to
complement the benefit of our UK- wide network footprint.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated, high performance
connection.
Scalable solutions for future
growth.
Comprehensive 100% SLA.
Backup options available.
Cisco hardware provided as
standard.
24/7 UK based tech support.
24/7 NOC monitoring and
maintenance.

Customer confidence is also born from the knowledge that
the solution they purchase is fit for purpose, highly reliable
and comprehensively supported. Each CityFibre solution
carries a 100% Service Level Agreement where backup
connectivity is provided, is continuously monitored and is
supported 24/7 by our UK based technical engineers.
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Backup line
(ADSL, ADSL2+,
GEA, EFM)
For added resilience, backup circuits
can go to a separate router

Why Leased Lines?
Businesses choose CityFibre’s leased line solutions for a variety of reasons. Some recognise that
standard broadband connections without any kind of Service Level Agreement pose significant risk
to the continuity of their business. Others see that sharing bandwidth with many other commercial
and even residential users compromises reliability and can lead to performance fluctuation,
whilst the consequence of losing connectivity altogether for any length of time is something they
would rather not think about. Others simply recognise the need for a more substantial network
infrastructure if they are to ensure continued quality of service within their business.
Leased line solutions are ideal for those whose business is heavily dependent on reliable
connectivity, for example providing access to critical applications to employees and teams across
multiple offices, adopting cloud hosted services, voice-over-IP and video conferencing to improve
efficiency or simply because they require continuous and fast Internet access.
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Contact us for more information about
our products, or to discuss becoming a
partner.

